
Brushes
 
...is a 13 min piece for electric guitar and baritone sax. Its title refers to «drum» brushes, 
which are used for special effects throughout the piece, and also to paint brushes, as the 
piece is inspired by the world of painting.

The piece is conceived as a big musical canvas, where intertwined processes emerge 
from fast initial gestures (as those of a painter sketching), leading into different forms, 
colors and textures. Sometimes guitar and saxophone blend creating the illusion of a 
single tool, like a rapid pencil gesture; sometimes they go different ways becoming brush 
and canvas, or brush and paint.

The score is divided into three movements (A,B,C) and a coda, mean to played without a 
pause.  Each movement fluctuates between two processes, each one with different 
tempos an materials (B and C are divided into two sections, where the fast-slow structure 
is reversed). These processes often collide,  modifying each other, creating a global 
«canvas» expanding from noisy sonic movements into slow-evolving harmonic textures.
________________________________________________________________________

General Instructions

-Accidentals affect the whole measure and only the octave of the note they modify. Some 
accidentals might be repeated in order to facilitate or clarify reading.

-Repeated metric modulations (fluctuating between two tempos) are only indicated once 
(the first time they happen). Afterwards, only a tempo mark is indicated.

-Both instruments should be slightly amplified. The goal is not to make the instruments 
louder (although this might be required by the acoustics of some halls), but to amplify 
microsounds and some special effects that happen at very low volumes. The mix between 
the acoustic sound of the duo and its filtered, amplified microsounds should create a kind 
of augmented instrument. The ideal setting is using microphones close to the instruments, 
and then mix and filter according to the specific acoustics of the hall: eliminating from the 
mix the frequencies that resonate well in the hall and amplifying those who get lost (usually 
extreme highs). For the guitar, two microphones in stereo (one close to the neck and 
another to the bridge) will help  capture the acoustic sound of the guitar, and avoid the 
amp. In further versions of the piece, these amplified sounds will eventually be treated and 
spatialized with Max/MSP.
 
-The light of the hall where the piece is to be performed is very  important. And ideal 
situation would involve evolutive lighting where colors emerge and evolve throughout the 
piece. If this is not possible, it is important to at least avoid a traditional sad yellow light 
illuminating the whole stage, even the empty spaces. At least, try to favor shadow effects 
and contrasts, amplifying with images the performer’s gestures (as in Chinese shadows).

-The piece moves between two very different worlds: one with rapid, nervous gestures and 
another one where things evolve slowly and importance is given to harmonic color and 
texture. It’s important to treat these two worlds very differently  in order to highlight the 
contrast. This means, for example, treating the first bars of the piece with absolute 
rhythmic precision while treating the slow, resonant passages (first bars of C) with some 
rhythmic liberties if need to allow timbral and harmonic elements to emerge.



-There is no transition between fast and slow fragments, unless otherwise indicated (bars 
with rests or fermatas). If needed, it’s possible to pause between fragments in order to 
take a tool, get ready for the following section , etc. 

-Playing this piece, specially  section A, requires a sonic vocabulary difficult to describe in 
musical notation, based on «sound objects» and inspired (among other things) in sounds 
from real life, electronic and «concrete» music. The morphology  and behavior of these 
objects is well defined in the score, but the musicians should strive for a personal sonic 
palette to be used on this particular piece. (For example, a large variety of «white noises» 
for the saxophone, or detailed variations of distortion for the electric guitar to change the 
spectral sounds coming from the «brushed» sections). In this sense, it is important to 
mention that the piece moves back and forth between symbiosis (sax and guitar creating 
one instrument) and counterpoint where both instrument should be very distinctive.

Electric Guitar

A Stratocaster or Stratocaster-type guitar is suggested, in combination with a Fender Twin 
reverb amp (or similar). The guitar sound should be clean with slight saturation, like that of 
old bluesmen. A little table is need for the guitarist’s tools.

During most of the piece, different objects are used instead of a pick:

-big paper clip (aprox 3x8 cms.), of rectangular form.

-Different-sized paint brushes
-Snare drum brushes.

The following guitar pedals are required:

-Volume pedal.
-Overdrive pedal: Ibanez TubeScreamer or similar
-Delay: TC electronic Flashback, Boss Digital Delay etc.

The Tubescramer should be «on» during the whole piece in order to have a richer sound 
with more dynamics and harmonics, distorting during forte passages.

The delay pedal is used in combination with the volume pedal to create sound masses.

And additional set-up can be used;

-wah-wah pedal: might be used in some passages of B.

-Distortion: might be used to fatten-up the sound in some areas of the piece.

-Delay 2: it might be useful to have two delays in order two have different delay-times 
available without having to change delay settings.

 



Two-stave notation:

The three lines on the upper stave function as tablature, and represent the three pick-up 
area. Each lines represents the approximate position of the pick up, and it’s used to show 
where to attack the strings with the clip or other objects.  When notation continues on the 
lower stave, which works as a tablature representing the low 6th string. In ex.2, the paper 
clip touches the string at around the middle pick-up area, and descends, scratching the 
lower 6th string down to the F# area of this string (low E, second fret). (See further down to 
see different ways of applying the clip.)

                                             

Ej.#1 Ej.#2



Scratch while muting the strings with 
left hand.

Low E in parenthesis indicates that
the paper clip is applied only to 6th string.

snare drum brushpaint brushpaper clip

Quick scratch mouvement off and on 
the string.Scratch: quickly scratch 

the string from left to right.

Scratch Open E string 
creating a G# harmonic 
sound.

Slide down the string 
(scratchnig), creating a 
glissando-like effect.

Clip Tap
Slightly tap one or more strings with paper 
clip. Empty triangle is more of a noisy sound 
(no note), while black triangle means 
sounding the note.

Clip Rebound 1
Sound the note by letting 
the clip rebound on the 
string.

Clip Rebound 2
Let the clip rebound over
indicated strings.

Tap Tremolo. Tap the string with the flat 
part of the clip as fast as possible.

Muted Slap Pizz
Bartok pizz with right 
hand while muting with 
the left hand.

Circular rub. Rub the strings
with the clip with a circular 
mouvement.

Circular rub “écrasé”. Rub string in 
circles while pressing down on the 
string.

Apply clip over three lower strings.

Rest the clip on the string and 
let it balance itself randomly 
between strings.

Electric Guitar Notation



     

Indicates position over 6th string 
when scratching over the neck.

Bend Small bend (1/2 step) Glissando

Wah Wah
Closed/Open

Crescendo with volume
pedal.

Create a sound mass by brushing 
the strings and using the volume 
and delay pedals to control the form 
of the texture and harmonic 
transitions.

Air. No pitch. 
Crossed circle is used for 
values equal or shorter than 
a quarter note.

Saxophone Notation

Inhale. Sound of air while 
inhaling (without this indication, 
all sounds are made by breathing 
out).

Aeoian sound. Between 
air and pitch.

Voice+Pitch. 
Sing the note written with a 
square while playing the 
regular note.

Slap. Pitch-sounding 
slap. Slap “éclaté”- no 

discernable pitch.

Highest note possible.Keys. 
Sound of keys, no 
pitch.

“Helicopter”. 
Fast TK sounds, imitating 
a helicopter. 

Distortion. 
Distort the note with the 
voice or other means, ad 
lib.

White Noise Estatic, not too 
dense and continous (like and 
old TV without signal)

Dense White Noise

Noise ad lib changing of intensity 
and inner motion

Noise/Pitch. Noise 
getting closer to a 
sounding pitch.


